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Shun separate schools, CMS told
Fifty years after judicial repudiation of separate-but-equal, a citizens committee examining CMS
says unequal schools serve rich
and poor neighborhoods and that
it fears Charlotte-Mecklenburg is
relapsing into a dual system.
Addressing the school board
Tuesday, Equity Committee
Chairman Julian Wright said:
“We fear one set of schools for
the haves and one set of schools
for the have-nots, and even an
attitude that says, if you just
adjust the resources around
enough it’s OK to have some sort
of dual system. We don’t think so,
and we don’t think that’s going to
help promote equity.”
Wright said the committee
hopes the board will “lead our
community away from the chasm
of have and have-not segments of
our population educating their
children separately at have and
have-not schools.
“We consider that chasm a
threat, that threatens to separate
our community even further, and
take it down a path where we
don’t want it to go, and where we
hope you don’t want it to go
either.”

“Equity cannot be achieved – and it will not
endure – in an atmosphere of broken promises, mistrust, and constantly shifting priorities.”
– 2004 Equity Committee report
In a wide-ranging presentation
of the group’s annual report,
excerpts from which begin below,
Wright said the committee’s
charge was to determine whether
“all students are being provided
with equal access to excellent
educational opportunities....
“The answer is ultimately probably no, but progress, slow
progress, is being made.”
The 10-member group urged
the board to avoid spending caps
and switching building plans.
“This board shifts bond money at
the risk of losing trust.”
Wright acknowledged that
“equity means dramatically different things to different people.”
But equity is not chiefly about
deals made or extra resources to
some schools. “It focuses on the
needs of each individual student.”

While strongly endorsing the
current EquityPlusII program
that funnels additional supplies
and teachers into center-city
schools serving many low-income
students, Wright also spotlighted
places in the suburbs where
teachers don’t have what they
need, in terms of space or supplies, to serve “each individual
student.”
Tuesday night, the board also
heard from a number of citizens
on equity issues. Some of the
issues they raised are highlighted
on Pages 2 through 7.
On equity standards, staffer
Betsy Williamson warned that
CMS will fall back next year on
its technology goals because the
district’s Pentium I and Pentium
II computers will no longer meet
state standards.

‘Moving toward equity? In a word, slowly’
Excerpts from the 2nd annual CMS Equity Committee
report to the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education:
Your Equity Committee adheres to the vision we
shared with you in February 2003. We fear, however,
that we are a long way from achieving that vision of a
new family coming to Charlotte-Mecklenburg and being
assured that “it does not matter in what part of our City
or County any new residents reside or purchase a
home because consistently excellent educational
opportunities are provided throughout our community.”
From what we have learned and observed over the
past year, excellent educational opportunities do

abound in our school system. They are not, however,
uniform – or even close to uniform – in their availability
throughout Charlotte-Mecklenburg. In some ways, we
also fear that this Board’s, and our community’s, commitment to equity may be waning....
Your Equity Committee’s working definition of equity
continues to be the following:
Equity is the condition in which each student is able
to realize his/her full potential for academic achievement, individual performance, and personal success.
Equity requires an ongoing process to allocate
resources to each school so that each student has
Continued on Page 2
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access to rigorous academic challenges and an environment that promotes high expectations. An equal
allocation of baseline resources is the first step toward
equity, but equity requires much more. Equity requires
a differentiation of resources among all schools to
enable every school to meet the unique needs of each
student.
To be clear, our Committee believes – and our entire
community needs to understand – that equity does not
mean “equal.” Equity also is not merely a quid pro quo
with some segments of our community in exchange for
a certain student assignment plan. Equity also is not
limited to just a specified list of “extra” resources available at certain schools that meet certain criteria. Equity
is nothing less than the fair distribution of resources to
our schools. What is necessary for one school may not
be necessary for another school. Some schools and
students are needier than others, and these schools
and students simply need more support. On the other
hand, equity does not mean that because some
schools need more and get more in terms of resources
then there should be schools – or students – that are
overlooked. Equity means being fair to all of our
schools and children, and our community’s challenge
is to achieve a fair balance of our limited educational
resources.

Recommit to equity
Your Equity Committee unanimously agrees that
equity is an educational imperative for CMS. We
believe that equity is the key to providing an excellent
education for every child. We must never abandon the
efforts that already have been made (such as in renovating schools in our City’s inner core and providing
differentiated staffing in schools addressing particular
challenges), and we must strive to make a greater
impact. We are aware of the organized pressure and
voices echoing from different parts of our community
that would diminish the importance of equity, or sacrifice its achievement to address other needs, or “cap”
the resources needed to achieve it, or so radically
redefine the term “equity” to make it meaningless. In
such an atmosphere, we believe this Board – and
each of you – must commit or re-commit to the importance of equity.
Promises have been made to give every child a fair
and excellent education. What good is a promise if this
Board (and/or the Board of County Commissioners
and/or the General Assembly that provide educational
funds) block, impede, or even tear up the pathways to
reach that goal? We believe equity is the pathway.
If equity is not a priority, we fear more EquityPlusII
schools, fewer resources available to meet
EquityPlusII needs, and the steady worsening of areas
and segments within our community that already have
too high concentrations of poverty, drugs, and crime,
and not enough concentrations of hope and opportunity. Environments that drain hope and opportunity, as
well as environments that foster frustration, despair,
drugs, and crime, are inevitable if equity is abandoned

Wilhelmenia Rembert is a former school
board chairperson.
“The Supreme Court unanimously decided on
May 17, 1954 that the separate-but-equal doctrine was unconstitutional
and harmful to Negro children.... All children across
racial, ethnic and socioeconomic lines lacking the opportunities and benefits
they deserve suffered then, they suffer today.
The harm was wrong then, the harm is still wrong
50 years later.... I believe that the public should
be instrumentally involved in keeping the equity
promise in this community. That is not solely [the
school board’s] responsibility. That is a community responsibility.... Make your necessary cuts, but
make the equity initiatives keep the promise.”

Voices from

the board room

or crippled.
Schools alone cannot create more positive environments or neighborhoods, but schools with equitable
resources can galvanize communities, draw parents
into their children’s educations, promote achievement,
and increase spirit, pride, and opportunity. If equity is
short-changed or put on life support, then growth,
progress, and higher student achievement will be only
a dream and never become a reality for too many of
our current and future students. Without such growth,
progress, and achievement, the schisms within
Charlotte/Mecklenburg only will widen.
Your Equity Committee wants this Board to operate
under a sense of urgency to re-commit itself and prop-
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erly prioritize equity within CMS. We appreciate the
challenges today’s environment poses in the forms of
both shifting political criteria on local, state, and federal
levels as well as growing needs in many areas with
which sources of funding have not kept pace.
We fear, however, that without your leadership in a
crucial time, equity will be placed on the “back burner”
if not actually taken off the stove and thrown out with
the trash. Our community needs your leadership to
promote a civil dialogue, a shared vision of how equity
can be achieved, and ultimately the needed “buy-in”
from across the spectrum of the CharlotteMecklenburg community to achieve that vision. We
fear the growing schism – and the proximity of a yawning chasm out of which we may never climb – between
both “have” and “have not” segments of our population
and the “have” and “have not” schools their children
attend.
We implore you to rally and lead our community
away from that chasm and its threat to separate our
community even further and drag our “premier urban
school system” into a chaos of mediocrity, division, and
sub-standard status that afflict so many other school
systems in urban centers across our country. Based on
what your Equity Committee observes, the time is now
to commit, re-commit, and do the work necessary for
CMS and Charlotte-Mecklenburg to avoid such a fate.

How CMS is doing
How is CMS doing in moving toward equity? In a
word, slowly. We commend CMS for moving toward
equity, but the pace is slow and the progress uneven.
In some areas, including, for example, EquityPlusII
categories of quality of faculty, EC instructional materials, and even physical facilities, movement toward
equity seems to be stagnating.
At some schools, the process toward equity appears
to have reversed as different populations leave certain
schools, and some schools’ resources are unable to
stem the exodus or adequately teach all of the student
population that remains....
A key component of our assessment of CMS’s slow
push toward equity has been a series of school
tours.... The list of schools visited and brief excerpts
from our reports are below:
– First Ward Elementary: An EquityPlusII and Title I
school in a brand new physical facility with a talented,
experienced principal who excels at recruiting a strong
faculty. The contrast between the “old” building and the
“new” is bold, but there are still physical problems without enough recreation space, parking, or even room to
evacuate all of the students during a fire drill. What
parent leadership is active is strong, but the group is
small. Diversity of many types is lacking. EOG scores
are generally quite strong, although there are some
groups within some grades that still lag.
– McKee Road Elementary: A very strong school
with a stable, deep faculty and administration, but it is
a myth that an active PTA simply can overcome every
physical need with a fund-raiser.
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Laurie Helms, Cornelius Elementary PTA
president, seeking $276,000 toward a
$326,000 carpooler access road.
“... the doubling back pattern of traffic [in the
carpool lane] completely
precludes the presence of a
fire lane. If an emergency
were to occur during carpool times there is no allowance for safe and
rapid access to the school by rescue vehicles....
Our PTA has committed to using $15,000 raised
through our capital campaign toward the solution.... It is the responsibility of CMS to provide
for a safe school environment but in our current
situation we are failing to meet that obligation....”

Voices from

the board room

This school works as well as it does despite its
cramped facility and heavy use of trailers, not because
of any superbly appointed and maintained facilities.
EOG scores are impressive, but concerns exist about
the effect of too much crowding, particularly because
the school’s recreation facilities, computer lab, meeting
space, art room, and especially its music room (or lack
thereof) are simply inadequate for the needs of the
large number of academically accomplished students.
– Selwyn Elementary: At first glance, Selwyn has
what too many CMS schools still lack – an impressive
combination of a gleaming new facility; an able principal and stable faculty with varying degrees of experience; an active and successful PTA; strong community
support; and impressive EOG test scores.
Closer examination reveals more subtle equity problems like a facility already growing too small and not
built with enough actual “educator input” to make the
structure as useful as it could be. Concerns also exist
about the ready availability of classroom basics like
paper supplies.
– Thomasboro Elementary: Thomasboro is an
excellent example of what can be accomplished in
bringing to bear an outstanding principal, a modern
facility, numerous community and corporate partnerships, and EquityPlusII and Title I resources. EOG
results for the over 90% FRL student population are
not as high as they could be, but the gains are striking
and the grade level percentages are climbing.
Even with lower-than-systemwide averages in families with income above $25,000, students living with
two parents, and mothers with some college or technical school, Thomasboro decisively beats the systemwide-average for “parents volunteering at their child’s
school at least once during the year.” Innovations like
the “Thomasboro Family Almanac” for acclimating parents to what goes on at school during the year should
be replicated system-wide.
– Wilson Middle: An EquityPlusII school, Wilson has
a small, dedicated group of involved parents and in the
main students willing to learn, but there also exists a
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small group of students that disrupts the learning
process at every opportunity.
This stress places undue pressure on staff and faculty as they work to promote student achievement
(which lags behind CMS averages) and contributes to
too much teacher turnover and a faculty consisting of
too many newer teachers than is optimal. A fifty-yearold physical plant badly in need of renovations-repairs
exacerbates the problems and hinders the progress
being made.
– Davidson IB Middle: Davidson IB occupies a
unique niche within CMS. Everyone agrees that the
physical facility is beyond deplorable, but families
chose to send their children there to benefit from the
IB program, a strong faculty, and geographical proximity while a new... school is built that eventually will
house the IB program.
Even with this unique situation, some inequities cry
out to be corrected. New computers need to be supplemented with adequate wiring and software. Some
basic outside storage units would save precious space
within the cramped building, and a few fans this spring
could help cool temperatures in a lot of ways.
Davidson IB also demonstrates how some flexibility
in spending can help address equity needs, specifically
by allowing the school to spend library money on
books it wants and needs, not on a security system to
protect the inadequate collection it has.
– Olympic High: An EquityPlusII school, the administration here stresses – and your Equity Committee
agrees – that the most important factor in school success is human resources, faculty and staff. Olympic
has gotten more creative in using a variety of
approaches, including how it allocates its faculty slots
to particular desired functions, to increase teacher
retention.
Physical resources, particularly in science and computer resources are quite good, but concern exists
over crowding and how capacity is calculated based
on some rooms at Olympic that really are not adequate as high school classrooms. Concern also exists
at Olympic about whether progress will continue once
Olympic lifts itself out of EquityPlusII status and loses
many of the resources that has enabled it improve
academic achievement.
– East Mecklenburg High: East Meck exemplifies
many of the challenges CMS confronts. East Meck’s
student population mirrors CMS’s overall demographics, and the school achieves outstanding results, for
example in the form of SAT scores above CMS and
national averages, but not enough folks seem to care.
As East Meck’s “minority” population trends upward
to become a majority within the school, perception
appears to be – despite actual evidence so far to the
contrary – that the academic achievement goals cannot be maintained, and “bright flight” sends families to
other school options, thus perpetuating the perception
problem.
In terms of physical resources, East Meck appears
adequate in all areas and more than adequate in most.

Gyasi Foluke founded the Kushite Institute
for Wholistic Development.
“We’ve had 50 years of desegregation and
we’re still talking about equity. Something is
wrong. Something is drastically wrong.... Expand your
definition of equity to
include the curriculum,
which is drastically deficient.... How can your
teachers teach black students anything of
essence when the teachers themselves don’t
know black history and culture?”

Voices from

the board room

Its administration and faculty are exceptionally strong,
and your Equity Committee encourages lunch at
“Feathers,” the in-school restaurant run by East Meck’s
culinary classes, whenever possible.

Status report assessed
This Board, and the larger Charlotte-Mecklenburg
community, should be pleased that what we observed
in the schools tracks the data compiled by CMS in
reports like the January 2004 Status Report on
“Achieving the CMS Vision: Equity & Student
Success.”
For example, the “EquityPlusII Status
Report/January 2004,” with its helpful format (more on
that below), states that Wilson Middle is the only
EquityPlusII school with physical facilities “not meeting
expectations” in CMS, and we agree with that assessment. We also wonder why Wilson Middle has been in
this situation for at least the last two years and nothing
is being done about it.
On the more positive side, we also agree that, for
example, Thomasboro and First Ward are meeting
expectations or improving in all of the categories
tracked. That type of confirmation suggests that CMS
is accurately gathering and reporting data, and we
applaud that kind of progress.
Looking at the “Achieving the CMS Vision: Equity &
Student Success” measures as a whole, we see some
good, but we see far more equity issues that still need
to be addressed. In EquityPlusII schools, high levels of
support in technology systems, AV equipment, instructional programs, textbooks, and teacher-student ratios
and staffing are good.
Particularly from 2002-03 to 2003-04, significant
progress has been made in instructional materials and
co-curricular activities. We are not as pleased with the
need for more improvements in facilities and media
center resources. We are quite frankly disappointed in
the lack of progress – and in too many instances the
losing of ground – in providing EC instructional materials and in meeting criteria for experienced and highlycredentialed faculties.
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Other glaring inequities exist in non-EquityPlusII
schools. Although we applaud progress in bringing
more of our facilities to baseline standard as of
December 2003, with now 47 (or 32%) meeting the
baseline standards set in 2001 and another seven
anticipated to get there by December 2004, we are
disappointed with a state of affairs that leaves 99
schools as of now below the agreed-upon baseline
level of where they need to be just in terms of bricks
and mortar.
Similarly, we both applaud and are disappointed by
the “student success” side as detailed in the January
2004 “Achieving the CMS Vision: Equity & Student
Success” volume. CMS is “meeting expectations” or
“improving” in a lot of categories, but CMS struggles to
meet its achievement goals in too many areas, particularly at the high school level.
CMS is not seeing the gains in achievement it needs
to see across the board to be “equitable.” Your Equity
Committee does not want anyone to lose sight of the
fact that the overarching point of providing equity is to
enable all students to realize their full potential in
achieving academic success. If academic success is
not being accomplished, then it ultimately matters little
how we have moved resources around.
Your Equity Committee also hopes that its 2005
Equity Report can link specific equity spending to academic performance and highlight how equity spending
results in improved academic performance in more
than just the discrete examples above of schools that
have been toured or visited.
Overall, your Equity Committee wants to make clear
that we trumpet the progress being made because of
the EquityPlusII template for high-poverty and/or lowerachieving schools. Based on our observations, we
believe that additional EquityPlusII resources can play
a significant role in improving a school’s performance.
Although we want to study the EquityPlusII model in
more specific detail, our impression is that this
approach works as far as it goes, and it can do much
to alleviate perceived and actual inequities in schools.
We encourage the Board not only to continue with this
model, but we urge you to expand it. Specifically, we
make two suggestions.
First, we encourage either a broadening of the
EquityPlusII standards or the specific recognition of
another category of schools “trending toward” or “teetering near” EquityPlusII status. Providing resources
earlier to a school to enable it to avoid becoming
EquityPlusII would seem to benefit the school in the
short term (hopefully by avoiding further population
shifts or lowering of achievement) as well as conserve
resources over the longer term, given the expense of
providing full-fledged EquityPlusII resources over time.
Second, we encourage the Board to consider phasing out EquityPlusII resources more gradually once a
school emerges from EquityPlusII status. Our concern
is that schools not “relapse” once they have built successful educational programs because the financial
underpinnings of that success are taken away too
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Rusty Loudermilk is confined to a wheelchair with cerebral palsy.
“I’ve been trying to get CMS’s current response
to the facilities and how they comply with ADA as
well with Equal Access for
Persons With Disabilities....
Supply me with that information... and I will check
every school in this county as a volunteer.... I
hear everybody stand up here and talk about ethnicity and race-based issues... how about people
with disabilities ... people who are afraid or can’t
come before you?”

Voices from

the board room

quickly.
At this stage, we cannot make specific suggestions
for an appropriate formula or schedule for cutting back
resources over a limited window, but we urge the
Board to consider such an approach of extra resources
being provided for some period of time so schools do
not slide back into becoming an EquityPlusII school all
over again.
Your Equity Committee wants to express to this
Board in the strongest possible terms that it maintain
its focus on high poverty and low performing schools
through the EquityPlusII model. Achieving equity certainly involves more than just addressing needs in high
poverty and low performing schools, but equity certainly cannot be achieved if such needs are not met and
the ultimate goal of having as few EquityPlusII schools
as possible is not achieved.
Finally, your Equity Committee believes CMS is
doing better in reporting progress toward equity in
“reader-friendly” documents, although much more
remains to be done in this area as well. We commend
CMS on the format of the “EquityPlusII Status
Report/January 2004” with its columns of “dashboard
indicator” information for multiple years for easy comparisons. We suggested such approaches in the past,
and we appreciate you and CMS staff for responding.
Now, we suggest you do similar reports for nonEquityPlusII schools as well. Instead of such a report
in chart format for just approximately 50 schools, provide us and the Charlotte-Mecklenburg community with
such a report for all approximately 150 schools.

Recommendations
Based on our observations and understandings, the
Equity Committee believes that some portions of
CMS’s budget can impact and promote equity more
than others. Some of these expenditures occur in the
capital budget, and others are part of the annual operating budget. As the Board determines its spending priorities, we urge you to prioritize spending so that as
much money as possible flows toward programs and
plans that address the following issues:
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– Leadership Training-Development for School
Administrators. As a Committee, we increasingly are
convinced that the quality of a school is in large part
determined by its teaching faculty and the quality of
that teaching faculty is in large part determined by the
quality of the principal and assistant principals running
the school.
We believe that CMS should spend time and effort
identifying the leadership criteria that successful principals and other administrators have in common in our
school system. A useful tool in this regard could be the
Charlotte Advocates for Education recent study on the
“Role of Principal Leadership In Increasing Teacher
Retention: Creating a Supporting Environment.” CMS
should not just rely on academic credentials, as important as these may be for academic leaders, but focus
instead on attempting to list and quantify traits and
characteristics that successful principals and administrators share, particularly in EquityPlusII schools.
– Attracting and Retaining Quality Faculty. As we
stressed last year, equitable opportunities for excellence in education require equitable access to high
quality teachers. As much as CMS can do to attract
and keep good teachers should be done. In particular,
we encourage using resources to help develop cultures in the individual schools that empower our teachers and encourage them to “buy into” a particular
school’s overall success.
We believe strongly that monetary incentives at
EquityPlusII schools are effective as far as they go.
The financial incentives need to be increased as much
as possible. Financial incentives also need to be provided at schools that are trending toward EquityPlusII
status yet which do not currently meet that criterion.
We also continue to be concerned that EquityPlusII
schools too quickly lose their EquityPlusII resources
when they lose their EquityPlusII status.
We favor a budget that allows for such resources to
be phased out, not immediately cut out just as a
school is able to improve. We also believe that CMS
enjoys several good examples of mentoring programs
for younger teachers, particularly through CMS’s
Department of Instructional Excellence. We encourage
complete funding for this Department.
We also believe that, if possible, extra administrative
money should be spent to provide specific administrative support for teachers in dealing with licensure and
certification issues. In at least one EquityPlusII high
school, we observed the positive use of a designated
faculty position just for this task, and that facultyadministrative spot was instrumental in helping to
recruit and retain some talented faculty who appreciated the availability of assistance on these issues in the
school building.
Perhaps such services, if adequately funded and
monitored, can be provided by CMS’s Central Office,
but we consider worth exploring – and experimenting
with funds if necessary – the placement of such
administrative help directly in certain schools or groups
of schools.

Arthur Griffin is a former board chairperson.
His statement was read by Jay Ferguson.
“...I remember there were no dissenters, not
one person or entity was against equity. Equity
was the very foundation of
our Family Choice Plan. To
have meaningful choice, all
students require a level
educational playing field. As I recall I could not
support the Family Choice Plan, principally
because I had heard too many unfilled promises,
and seen too many broken dreams, by citizens
wanting separate but unequal schools.....”

Voices from

the board room

– Bricks-and-Mortar Spending. No aspect of providing equity is easy. In recent months, however, we
have seen the task of providing equity in school facilities made even harder by various political and financial
pressures. Even in the face of a fluid political landscape, we consider it essential that CMS adhere as
much as possible to its ten-year plan for spending
bond money to meet construction needs.
As a Committee, we urge this Board and the Board
of County Commissioners to resist the idea of imposing any sort of fixed “cap” on spending either in terms
of real dollars or as a percentage of the annual
Mecklenburg County budget. In short, such a “cap”
restricts too much CMS’s need to be able to respond
to increases in its student population year-to-year, both
in terms of numbers of students and the needs of the
particular students coming into our school system.
We also encourage this Board to think long and hard
before deciding to “reprioritize” the spending of bond
money that was passed in prior years for particular
work on particular schools. While times, circumstances, and priorities certainly may change, we
reminded you last year (in a slightly different context)
that “equity is inextricably intertwined with the notion of
accountability for scarce resources and developing
trust within our community.” This Board shifts bond
money at the risk of losing trust.
We also encourage implementation and spending for
programs that provide better planning and input from
the teachers and administrative staff who will be occupying new schools being constructed or schools being
renovated. We believe strongly that physical facilities
impact the instructional quality of CMS, both in obvious
ways (like the need for sufficient numbers of EC classrooms in schools or sufficient cafeteria space) and
other less obvious ways that still impact morale, student achievement, and test scores.
– Instructional Supplies. The Equity Committee
also encourages more efficient spending, and when
appropriate to meet needs greater than efficiencies
alone can achieve, increased spending for instructional
supplies.
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Our Committee believes that CMS should invest at
least some money in identifying a system that will
enable it to distinguish between “mandatory” and “discretionary” needs in the classroom. We also believe
that teachers in the classroom, or at least principals in
the schools, should be afforded some flexibility in prioritizing spending for the needs that are identified as
“discretionary.”
Equity also is enhanced throughout the system when
there is enough spending for differentiated materials in
each classroom. We generally believe that CMS has
done a good job in providing these sorts of instructional materials at EquityPlusII schools, but we are concerned that schools only trending toward EquityPlusII
status are not getting access to the resources they
need.
A very tangible example is the constant lament we
have heard about the restrictions on numbers of
copies and copying paper being provided to individual
teachers in the classroom. We also continue to hear
too many horror stories of schools being provided new
computers and being listed as having adequate
resources, but still not being provided software so that
the computers can be used as anything other than
bookends or very expensive paperweights.
Our Committee continues to applaud the use of
Classroom Central for EquityPlusII schools. We also
suggest, however, that Classroom Central be opened
up at least for new teachers at all schools as a means
both to provide additional instructional supplies and to
promote retention of teachers.
– The Need for More “International” Outreach.
We believe that CMS needs to develop and fund better
programs for reaching out to Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s
international or ESL populations. A key component of
equity is making sure that all the segments of our population are aware of the resources that exist in our
school system. Equity cannot be achieved in any
meaningful sense if distinct sections of our population
are cut off from being able to understand and access
everything that CMS has to offer.
– Parental Leadership Development. After spending time in a variety of our schools, it is obvious to us
that successful schools share in common having
parental resources that are brought to bear in the
schools every day. Sometimes these parental
resources take the form of active PTAs, with significant
volunteer participation in the schools or a significant
fund-raising prowess that can augment CMS spending
(such as we observed at Selwyn Elementary or McKee
Road Elementary).
In other schools, however, these parental resources
take the form of motivated and empowered parents
hopefully being encouraged and enabled to be present
in the schools and in the educational lives of their children even when a traditional, more formal PTA structure may not be as strong (such as we saw at
Thomasboro Elementary and to a certain extent at
First Ward).
We encourage CMS to spend time and money
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Peter Sidebottom, now of Wachovia, headed
an analysis of CMS business operations.
“... there is no such thing in the modern world,
whether it comes to the
economy, whether it comes
to safety, whether it comes
to the jobs that will be created in this community, there isn’t a neighborhood. There is a community. And we need to look
after the whole community.”

Voices from

the board room

studying resources like Thomasboro Elementary’s
“Family Almanac” and considering the ways that similar types of materials can be provided for parents at all
schools. We also encourage CMS to spend resources
identifying what is effective at various schools in terms
of getting parents to the schools, empowering parents
in the schools, and training these parents to be educational leaders in the lives of their children and communities and to “clone” these successful programs at
other schools. We urge CMS to find funds to make
possible sufficient Family Advocate-Parent Liaison staff
positions at least in all EquityPlusII schools and preferably in all schools trending toward EquityPlusII status.
– The Need to Develop Community Trust. Our
Committee has spent considerable time debating the
role of public relations and community knowledge in
providing equity. As much as we want money actually
spent on teachers, instructional supplies, completing
repairs to old buildings, and the construction of new
buildings... we recognize – and the current “Choice but
No Longer Really Choice Student Assignment Plan”
drives home the fact – that perception is all too often
reality.
We encourage CMS to continue to figure out ways to
communicate its equity successes, its need for additional resources to provide equity, and the type of
transparent financial reporting that will show good
stewardship of CMS’s educational resources to the
larger taxpaying community....
The temptation exists to cut the public relations, publicity, and television budgets in order to provide “real”
educational resources. We encourage CMS, however,
to resist this temptation even as CMS recognizes its
superficial attractiveness and takes all the steps it can
to make spending in this area as efficient, transparent,
and demonstrably effective as possible.

Looking ahead
As a community and a school system CharlotteMecklenburg has come too far and accomplished too
much for us to give the slightest hint of accepting any
sort of “dual system” of “have” and “have not” schools
serving divided “have” and “have not” populations within our community, whether populations are divided by
race, national origin, or socioeconomic status.
Too many high poverty schools without equitable
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resources, however, tend to give the impression of
having such a “dual system.” We must not allow equity
to enable or perpetuate any kind of “dual system” in
educating students in Charlotte-Mecklenburg.
Instead, we must use equity to address and resolve
any such tendency in our community. Any trend toward
embracing, or being satisfied by, a “dual system” may
in fact be the outward signs of our inward vacillation on
the issue of equity.
Our community may be vacillating inwardly because
things are not happening fast enough outwardly. The
agonizingly slow pace of change aggravates our “push
button” mentalities. We want to “TiVo” through the hard
parts of accomplishing equity and just get to the part of
the program we like in which all schools have what
they need and all students are achieving at grade level
or beyond at whatever school they attend.

Building trust required
Your Equity Committee tells you, however, that equity will not be achieved all at once, or in a short span of
time. Equity is a lengthy process that requires the
building of trust and the commitment to a stated plan
over the long haul. It needs specific goals and measures, and it needs accurate reporting of the meeting of
agreed-upon measures to bolster confidence and garner ongoing optimism.
Equity cannot be achieved – and it will not endure –
in an atmosphere of broken promises, mistrust, and
constantly shifting priorities.
We also want to encourage you and others to “think
outside the box.” If we do not have enough money
both (i) to build and renovate enough schools to
address “growth” and “equity” at the same time as well
as (ii) to hire and retain enough teachers in all of these
schools, should we consider radically adjusting our
school schedules? Would shorter days (4 to 5 hours?)
and longer school-years (up to 240 days or higher
instead of 180?) allow for different student populations
in a building each day such that we can cut our build-

Calendar
FEBRUARY
17 Bond Oversight Committee,
7:30 a.m., Building Services, 3301
Stafford Drive off Wilkinson
Boulevard.
17 School board Legislative
Committee, 3 p.m., Room 414,
Education Center.
18 Education Budget Advisory
Committee, 7:30 a.m., Government
Center 11th floor conference room.
19 Tony Habit, head of N.C. High
School Project funded by Gates
Foundation, 8 a.m., Charlotte

The vision thing
Tuesday’s school board proclamation of
Career and Technical Education Week:
“Whereas, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
under the leadership of Supt. James L. Pughsley
has achieved great academic success toward
becoming the premier urban school district in the
nation; and....”
The Equity Commitee’s report:
“We implore you to rally and lead our community away from that chasm and its threat to separate our community even further and drag our
‘premier urban school system’ into a chaos of
mediocrity, division, and sub-standard status that
afflict so many other school systems in urban
centers across our country.”
The school board’s vision, adopted in 1991:
“The Vision is to ensure that the CharlotteMecklenburg School System becomes the premier, urban integrated school system in the
nation in which all students acquire the knowledge, skills and values necessary to live rich
and full lives as productive and enlightened
members of society.”

ing needs and spend the money saved on teachers?
We hope someone out there at least is imagining possibilities and considering creative solutions.
Dwayne Collins
Rev. George Cook, Jr.
Kay Cunningham
Richard Helms
Rev. Paulette Higgins, Vice Chair

Chamber.
23 School board Policy Committee,
3:30 a.m., Room 414, Education
Center.
24 School board Curriculum
Committee, 3 p.m., Board
Conference Room.
24 School board meeting, 6 p.m.,
Education Center.
26 Finance, Capital & Facilities
Committee, 4 p.m., Room 414,
Education Center.
26 Public School Forum of N.C.
President and Executive Director
John Dornan on impact of No Child
Left Behind, 7 p.m., First
Presbyterian Church, 200 W. Trade
St. Sponsor: League of Women

Ellen C. Martin
Greg Metcalf
Jose’ Hernandez Paris
Rev. Dr. John H. Walker
Julian H. Wright, Jr., Chair

Voters.
29 H.E.L.P. meets to hear parents’
education issues, 4 p.m. Sites:
Advent Lutheran, 8840 University
City Blvd.; St. Paul Bapitist, 1401
N. Allen St.; Mount Carmel Baptist,
3201 Tuckseegee Road, Antioch
Baptist, 232 Skyland Ave.
MARCH
5 Urban League Annual Whitney
M. Young Jr. Award Dinner, 6 p.m.,
Adam's Mark Hotel, $125 for
league members, $150 for nonmembers. Call Robin Brown at 704373-2256 ext. 203 for tickets or
order online at www.urbanleaguecc.org.

